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Abstract: The elements of metrological support of measurements in brachytherapy are
considered. Measurements of air-kerma strength from iridium-192 and iodine-125
brachytherapy sources and well-type ionization chambers calibration with these sources are
described.
Problem description in general and its connection with significant scientific and
practical tasks
The most demanding requirements to the accuracy of measurements in dosimetry at
present are set by medicine and radiotherapy in particular. Brachytherapy is an advanced
and fast emerging form of radiotherapy, where a sealed radiation source is placed inside or
next to the area requiring treatment permanently or temporary.
Efficiency of brachytherapy is straightly connected to the precision of the dose
delivered to the patient. The requirements for the accuracy of dose measurement are stated
in Russian and international standards: the uncertainty of patient’s dose should be less
than ±5 % [1–4]. To fulfill these requirements it is necessary to take into account many
aspects, but it has generally been recognized that use of radiation sources with accurately
measured characteristics and traceability of these measurements to the national standards
are essential [5–7]. The relevant issues are of current interest.
Analysis of recent research and publications connected to the problem solving.
Problem solution in general
The characteristics of radiation sources for brachytherapy are normally measured in
clinics by the dosimeters with well-type ionization chambers [8]. For the traceability
assurance these dosimeters have to pass calibration or verification procedures. Such
dosimeters are usually calibrated in terms of the quantities derived from air kerma.
According to the recommendations of American Association of Physicists in Medicine
(AAPM) the basic quantity for radiation measurement from medical sources in North America
is air-kerma strength, S K , with units μGy·m2·h-1 [6]. S K is defined as the product of the airkerma rate K av at a point in free space (vacuum) located in the transverse bisecting plane at
a distance d from the center of the source, and the square of the distance d: S  K (d )  d 2 .
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The distance d should be large enough that the source may be treated as a mathematical
point.
The corresponding quantity applied in European countries and proposed by
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) is reference airkerma rate, K  , with units μGy·h-1 [9]. K  is specified as the air-kerma rate in vacuum due to
photons of energy greater than the stated value, at a point located at reference distance dref .
The reference distance is usually specified as 1 m, in which case air-kerma strength and
reference air-kerma rate would have the same numerical value, although formally with
different units.
There are several primary standards in dosimetry of iridium-192 and iodine-125
radiation sources for brachytherapy (the USA, Germany, Italy [10–13]). The expanded
uncertainty of S K (or K  ) is from 1,8 % to 2,0 % for these primary standards [10–12]. In
Russia such a primary standard is not yet developed therefore the measuring instruments
traceable to the national primary standard for x-rays and gamma radiation air-kerma GET 82011 are used for measurements with brachytherapy sources [14]. Similar approach is
implemented in several national metrology instruments, for example at the NPL (the UK) with
the expanded uncertainty of K  5,6 % [15].

Objective of research and its tasks
The objective of the research conducted by the VNIIM dosimetry laboratory is to
develop the system of metrological support of measurements with iridium-192 and iodine-125
sources for brachytherapy. At the first step the procedures of air-kerma strength
measurement from iridium-192 and iodine-125 brachytherapy sources were developed.
According to these procedures the measuring instruments were chosen and prepared for the
measurements. Then practical measurements with high dose rate iridium-192 and low dose
rate iodine-125 seed sources were performed by these procedures. Finally calibration of
well-type ionization chambers with electrometers was done using the sources with measured
air-kerma strength.
Main research material and results explanation
Air-kerma strength measurement from iridium-192 brachytherapy sources was
performed using the spherical ionization chamber of type ТМ32005 with measuring volume
30 cm3. ТМ32005 chamber calibration coefficient for iridium-192 was produced by linear
interpolation of its calibration coefficient for CCRI 250 radiation quality with effective energy
124 keV received at the medium energy x-rays radiation facility and its calibration coefficient
for Cs-137 source received at gamma-radiation facility (both facilities are from the structure
of GET 8-2011 standard).
The measurements with iridium-192 brachytherapy sources were performed in free
space at more than 1,5 m distance from the floor, walls, ceiling and other objects that can
cause radiation scattering. The measurements were performed at five distances between the
source and the chamber from 20 to 100 cm. Each measured value was corrected for
attenuation and scattering of radiation in air. The mean of measured values was taken as a
result of air-kerma strength measurement.
Air-kerma strength from iridium-192 brachytherapy sources was calculated using the
following expression: S K  N K  I  d 2  k  k at  k sc  k rn  k an  k sat  k d , where N K is the
ionization chamber calibration coefficient for iridium-192, μGy/C; I is the mean ionization
current of the chamber, А; d is the distance from the center of the chamber to the center of
the active part of the source, m; k is the correction for the difference between the air
density during the measurements and under the reference conditions; k at is the correction
for air-attenuation; k sc is the correction for scattering; k rn is the correction for radial nonuniformity; k an is the correction for the source anisotropy; k sat is the correction for
saturation; k d is the correction for the decay of iridium-192 during the time of measurements.
Air-kerma strength measurement from iodine-125 brachytherapy sources was done
using the spherical ionization chamber of type ТМ32002 with measuring volume 1 l and the
scintillation detector of type BDKR-01M, that registers energy of photon radiation from 3 to
300 keV [16]. The combined result of measurements with two devices which performance is
based on different physical principles has an increased confidence level. The calibration
coefficients for ТМ32002 chamber and BDKR-01M detector for iodine-125 were produced by
linear interpolation of their calibration coefficients received at the low energy x-rays radiation
facility from the structure of GET 8-2011 standard in the energy range from 16 to 33 keV.
During the measurement of air-kerma strength from iodine-125 brachytherapy sources
ТМ32002 chamber and BDKR-01M detector were placed simultaneously in the radiation field
at the plane perpendicular to the major axis of the source. The measurements were
performed at two distances between the source and ТМ32002 chamber (BDKR-01M
detector) to evaluate scattering contribution in the results; the source was rotated about its
major axis in increments of 45o to take azimuthal anisotropy of the source into account. The
mean of measured values was taken as a result of air-kerma strength measurement from the
iodine-125 brachytherapy source.
Air-kerma strength from iodine-125 sources was calculated using the following
expressions: S Kик  N K  I  d 2  k  k at  k sc  k n  k st  k d for the measurements with the
ionization chamber and S Kбд  C K  M  d 2  k at  k st  k d for the measurements with the
scintillation detector, where N K is the ionization chamber calibration coefficient for

iodine-125, μGy/C; I is the mean ionization current of the chamber, А; d is the distance from
the center of the chamber to the center of the active part of the source, m; C K is the
scintillation detector calibration factor for iodine-125; M air-kerma rate measured by the
scintillation detector, μGy/h; k is the correction for the difference between the air density
during the measurements and under the reference conditions; k at is the correction for airattenuation; k sc is the correction for scattering; k n is the correction for non-uniformity of
electron fluence in the air cavity of the chamber; k st is the correction for stem attenuation;
k d is the correction for the decay of iodine-125 during the time of measurements.
Calibration of well-type ionization chambers with electrometers was performed using
the sources with measured air-kerma strength. During the measurements the sources were
placed inside the well-chambers at the stated depth using special holders.
The expanded uncertainty (k=2) of air-kerma strength from iridium-192 sources
measured by ТМ32005 ionization chamber is less than 2,5 %.
The expanded uncertainty (k=2) of air-kerma strength from iodine-125 sources
measured by two detectors (ТМ32002 chamber and BDKR-01M detector) is less than
3,0 % [16].
The expanded uncertainty (k=2) of well-chambers calibration coefficient for iridium-192
sources is less than 3,5 % and for iodine-125 sources is less than 4,0 %.
Conclusions and perspective of the research
The elements of metrological support of measurements with iridium-192 and
iodine-125 brachytherapy sources are developed by the VNIIM. The measurement accuracy
achieved is in compliance with the standard’s requirements [1–4].
Development and implementation of special primary standard facilities for air-kerma
strength measurement with brachytherapy sources will improve measurement accuracy up to
1,5–2 times.
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